
A Core Language for Graph Transformation(Extended Abstrat)Annegret Habel1 and Detlef Plump21 Fahbereih Informatik, Universit�at OldenburgPostfah 2503, D-26111 Oldenburg, Germanyhabel�informatik.uni-oldenburg.de2 Department of Computer Siene, The University of YorkYork YO10 5DD, United Kingdomdet�s.york.a.ukAbstrat. We show how to program in a ore programming languagebased on graph transformation rules. Our programs ompute variousfuntions and relations on graphs: the funtions generating the transi-tive losure of a graph and the disjoint union of all subgraphs of a graph,the relation yielding all spanning trees of a graph, and funtions testingfor onnetedness, ayliity, and planarity. The language has a simplesyntax onsisting of just three onstruts: nondeterministi one-step ap-pliation of a set of rules, sequential omposition, and iteration. It alsohas a simple formal semantis, and was shown to be omputationallyomplete and minimal.1 IntrodutionIn [3℄ we introdued a programming language for graph transformation on-sisting of three onstruts: nondeterministi appliation of a rule from a set ofgraph transformation rules (aording to the double-pushout approah), sequen-tial omposition of programs, and iteration in the form that a program is appliedas long as possible. The language has a simple formal semantis and is omputa-tionally omplete in that it allows to ompute every omputable partial funtionon labelled graphs. Moreover, the language is minimal in that omitting eithersequential omposition or iteration results in an inomplete language.In this paper we show how to program in this language, by giving programsfor the following problems: generating the transitive losure of a graph, generat-ing the disjoint union of all subgraphs of a graph, generating all spanning treesof a graph, and testing whether a graph is onneted, ayli, or planar, respe-tively. The test funtions are non-destrutive in that they preserve the inputgraph, hene their programs an be used as omponents of programs whih dofurther omputations.We onsider the proposed programming language as a (delarative) ore lan-guage beause it laks types and high-level onstruts like proedures and mod-ules. Having a simple yet omputationally omplete ore language has severaladvantages:



{ High-level languages for graph transformation whih provide more program-ming omfort an be de�ned by mapping high-level onstruts to the ore.In this way possibly omplex languages an be obtained whih by their def-inition automatially get a formal semantis. Moreover, new languages areknown to be omputationally omplete if they just over the ore language.{ Implementations for new languages based on the ore an be rapidly obtainedby extending an implementation of the ore with translations from high-levelonstruts into ore onstruts.{ Frameworks and systems for formal reasoning on graph programs an berestrited to deal with the ore language, sine high-level programs an betranslated into semantially equivalent programs in the ore language. Forexample, frameworks for both program veri�ation and program transfor-mation an bene�t from this approah.The next setion reviews the syntax and semantis of the ore language andmentions omputational ompleteness and minimality. Setion 3 onstitutes themain part of this paper, showing how to program in the language by means ofseveral examples. Finally, two auxiliary program shemes implementing a opyoperation and a onditional statement are given in the Appendix.2 The languagePrograms are based on sets of graph transformation rules aording to thedouble-pushout approah, where rules are mathed injetively and may havenon-injetive right-hand morphisms. See [3℄ and [2℄ for details.De�nition 1 (Syntax). Programs over a label alphabet C are indutively de-�ned as follows:(1) Every �nite set R of rules over C is a program.(2) If P1 and P2 are programs, then hP1;P2i is a program.(3) If P is a program aording to (1) or (2), then P # is a program.Programs aording to (1) are elementary, the program hP1;P2i is the se-quential omposition of P1 and P2, and P # is the iteration of P . Programs ofthe form hP1; hP2;P3ii and hhP1;P2i;P3i are onsidered as equal and an bothbe written as hP1;P2;P3i; this is justi�ed in that sequential omposition is se-mantially the omposition of binary relations, whih is assoiative (see below).We onsider graph transformation over abstrat graphs (isomorphism lassesof graphs), denoting by AC the set of all abstrat graphs over a label alphabetC. Given a binary relation! on a set S, we denote by!+ the transitive losureof ! and by !� the reexive-transitive losure. The domain of !, denoted byDom(!), onsists of all elements a in S suh that a! b for some b.



De�nition 2 (Semantis). Given a program P over a label alphabet C, thesemantis of P is a binary relation !P on AC whih is indutively de�ned asfollows:(1) !P =)R if P is an elementary program R.(2) !hP1;P2i = !P1 Æ !P2 .(3) !P# = fhG;Hi j G!�P H and H 62 Dom(!P )g.Consider now subalphabets C1 and C2 of C and a relation Rel � AC1 �AC2 .We say that P omputes Rel if Rel =!P \ (AC1�AC2), that is, if Rel oinideswith the semantis of P restrited to AC1 and AC2 . The same applies to partialfuntions f :AC1 ! AC2 , whih are just speial relations.We remark that our programs an be formulated as semantially equivalentgraph transformation units in the sense of [6℄. Hene the results stated belowapply to a ertain sublanguage of graph transformation units, too.Next we mention results from [3℄ on the omputational ompleteness and theminimality of our language, without de�ning when a partial funtion on graphsis omputable. The de�nition is based on an enoding of graphs as expressions.Intuitively, a partial funtion f on abstrat graphs is omputable if there is aomputable funtion f 0 on strings suh that for every abstrat graph G for whihf is de�ned and every graph expression w denoting G, f 0 is de�ned for w andyields a graph expression denoting f(G). Moreover, f 0 is not de�ned on graphexpressions denoting graphs on whih f is not de�ned.Theorem 1 (Completeness). For every omputable partial funtion f on ab-strat graphs there exists a program that omputes f .The language is also minimal, meaning that omitting either sequential om-position or iteration results in a omputationally inomplete language.Theorem 2 (Minimality).1. The set of programs without sequential omposition is omputationally in-omplete.2. The set of programs without iteration is omputationally inomplete.For example, in [3℄ it is shown that the funtion onverse:AC ! AC whih swapssoure and target of eah edge in a graph, is not omputable by any program inthe above two program lasses.3 ProgrammingIn this setion we show how to use our language for solving the following graphproblems: generating the transitive losure of a graph, generating the disjointunion of all subgraphs of a graph, generating all spanning trees of a graph, andtesting for onnetedness, ayliity, and planarity.The programs below make extensive use of rules that relabel nodes, althoughthe double-pushout approah is usually formulated for totally labelled graphs



and label-preserving graph morphisms whih prevent suh rules. We employ ageneralized form of rules where nodes in the interfae an be unlabelled andmorphisms an send unlabelled nodes to labelled nodes [4℄. It an be shown,however, that for every rule r of generalized type there is a program P (r) usingordinary rules suh that !frg=!P (r).We display rules by showing their left- and right-hand sides, using the on-vention that the interfae graph onsists of all numbered nodes.3.1 Generating the transitive losureThe transitive losure of a graph G is obtained by adding an edge from a nodeu to another node v, whenever there is in G a direted path from u to v but nodiret link. The funtion trans:AC ! AC , assigning to every graph its transitivelosure, is omputed by the following program:1TransClosure= if ; then TransClosure1 else TransClosure2:The subprograms TransClosure1 and TransClosure2 are dealing with an emptyand a non-empty input graph, respetively. While TransClosure1 does not alterthe input graph, TransClosure2 is given as follows:hhSelet1; hSelet2; Connet#; Forget3i#; Forget2i#; Forget1i;where Connet = hSelet3; Unmark#; Link#i. The main rules of TransClosure2are given in Figure 1. Selet1 selets a node and gives it the index 1, Selet2Selet1 : A1 ) A11 for A 2 CVSelet2 : A11 B2a ) A11 B22a for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CE [ f�gSelet3 : A11 B22 C3a b ) A011 B022 C033a b for A;B;C 2 CV ,a; b 2 CE [ f�gUnmark : A011 B022 C033a b ) A11 B22 C33a b for A;B;C 2 CV ,a; b;  2 CE [ f�gLink : A011 B022 C033a b ) A11 B22 C33a b� for A;B;C 2 CV ,a; b 2 CE [ f�gFig. 1. The main rules of TransClosure2gives a neighbour of this node the index 2, and Connet gives a neighbour of the1 The program sheme \ if then else " is de�ned in Appendix A.1.



latter node the index 3 and, if there is no edge from the �rst to the third node,links these nodes. To test whether the �rst and the third node are already linked,Selet3 �rst marks the three nodes. If a link exists, then Unmark removes themarks; in this ase Link is not appliable. If the �rst and the third node are notyet linked, then Link inserts an edge and removes the marks. Note that the dow-narrows attahed to Unmark and Link ensure that Connet is de�ned in aseswhere Unmark or Link is not appliable. Finally, for i = 1; 2; 3, the subprogramForgeti removes eah ourrene of mark i.3.2 Generating the disjoint union of all subgraphsOur next program transforms an input graph into the disjoint union of all itssubgraphs. PowerGraph will be used as a subprogram in the planarity test ofsubsetion 3.6, but is interesting in its own right.We onsider here subgraphs that are obtained by edge deletions beause onlythese matter for the planarity test. Extending the program to over arbitrarysubgraphs is straightforward.In PowerGraphwe use a subprogram Tag whih adds a \tag" to a given graphby reating a unique auxiliary node and pointers from this node to all nodes inthe graph. This form of tagging allows to identify di�erent subgraphs of a graph.Tag is de�ned by Tag = hCreateTag; LinkNode#; Restore#i;where the rule sets are shown in Figure 2. In these rules, the \invisible" edgelabel, the node label � , and the labels fA� j A 2 CV g are all fresh.CreateTag : ; ) �LinkNode : �1 A2 ) �1 A�2 for A 2 CVRestore : A�1 ) A1 for A 2 CVFig. 2. The rules of TagNow PowerGraph is the programhTag; hPikGraph; hPikEdge; Copy; RemoveEdgei#; Untagi#; CleanUp#i;where Copy is an auxiliary program for opying a graph whih is de�ned inAppendix A.2. The other subprograms are shown in Figure 3. The programPikGraph piks a tagged graph and removes all marks that have possibly been



PikGraph = hPik; Restore#iPik : t1 ) �1 for t 2 f�; � 0gRestore : 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: �1 ;2 ) �1 21 2�3; ) 1 2�3PikEdge : 1 2 ) 1 2!RemoveEdge = hRemove; Forget#; TikEdgeiRemove : ;1 ;2!; ) ;1 ;2Forget : ;1 ;2p; ) ;1 ;2;TikEdge : 1 2! ) 1 2pUntag = hUnlink#; RemoveTagiUnlink : �1 2 ) �1 ;2RemoveTag : �1 ) ;CleanUp : 8>>><>>>: ; ) 11 2p ) 1 2Fig. 3. Some subprograms of PowerGraph



reated by a previous opy operation, yielding the graph \under onsideration".The program PikEdge piks an edge in the graph under onsideration and marksit with !. Then Copy (see Appendix A.2) opies the graph under onsideration,and RemoveEdge removes the opy of the piked edge (marked with !0) and marksthe piked edge with p. By repeating this proess as long as possible, one obtainsopies of all graphs that result from the original graph by removing a single edge.Afterwards the graph under onsideration is \frozen" by removing its tag andmarking all nodes with 0. The latter prevents further opy operations on thegraph. Then PikGraph piks a new tagged graph and the whole proess startsagain.3.3 Generating all spanning treesA subgraph S of a graph G is a spanning tree of G if the undireted graphunderlying S is a tree that ontains all nodes of G. Our program will \highlight"the edges of a spanning tree of a onneted omponent of the input graph bymarking them with �. Let Spanning � AC �AC0 be the relation with (G;G0) 2Spanning if and only if G0 is obtained from G by marking the edges of a spanningtree of any onneted omponent of G with �. The relation Spanning is omputedby the programSpanning = if ; then Spanning1 else Spanning2;where Spanning1 does not alter its input and Spanning2 is given bySpanning2 = hSelet; hAtivate#; Baktraki#; Forgeti:This program does a depth-�rst searh for �nding a spanning tree. The searhproeeds in a stritly sequential way sine at any time at most one node is ative,that is, marked with �. The subprogram Selet initially ativates a node, whileAtivate ativates a neighbour of the urrently ative node and deativates thelatter. Baktrak reativates a neighbour of an ative node. Finally, Forgetforgets auxiliary node markings. The spanning tree of a omponent of a graphis then given by all �-marked edges and their inident nodes. The main rules ofSpanning2 are shown in Figure 4.To ompute spanning trees without baktraking, we an replae Spanning2with Spanning02 = hSelet; Ativate0 #; Forgeti:The subprogram Selet ativates a node while Ativate0 looks for an ativatednode, ativates a neighbour, and remains ative. So several nodes an be ativesimultaneously. As before, the spanning tree is determined by the �-markededges. The main rules of Spanning02 are shown in Figure 5.



Selet : A1 ) A�1 for A 2 CVAtivate : 8>>><>>>: A�1 B2a ) AÆ1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEA�1 B2a ) AÆ1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEBaktrak : 8>>><>>>: A�1 BÆ2a� ) A
1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEA�1 BÆ2a� ) A
1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEFig. 4. The main rules of Spanning2Selet : A1 ) A�1 for A 2 CVAtivate0 : 8>>><>>>: A�1 B2a ) A�1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEA�1 B2a ) A�1 B�2a� for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEFig. 5. The main rules of Spanning023.4 Testing for onnetednessA direted graph is onneted if there is a path between eah two nodes in theunderlying undireted graph. The funtion onneted?:AC ! AC0 withonneted?(G) = (G+ 1 if G is onneted,G+ 0 otherwiseis omputed by the programConneted? = if ; then Conneted?1 else Conneted?2:Here Conneted?1 reates a single node with label 1 and Conneted?2 is givenby Conneted?2 = hSelet; Mark#; Chek; Forget#i:The program Selet piks any node, Mark# marks all nodes that are reahablefrom the piked node, Chek = hInitiate; Test #i adds an auxiliary nodewith label 1 to the graph and heks whether any unmarked nodes remain, andForget# removes all marks. The rules of Conneted?2 are shown in Figure 6.



Selet : A1 ) A01 for A 2 CVMark : 8>>><>>>: A01 B2a ) A01 B02a for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEA01 B2a ) A01 B02a for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEInitiate : ; ) 1Test : 1 A1 ) 0 A1 for A 2 CVForget : A01 ) A1 for A 2 CVFig. 6. The rules of Conneted?23.5 Testing for ayliityThe funtion ayli?:AC ! AC0 withayli?(G) = (G+ 1 if G is ayliG+ 0 otherwiseis omputed by the following program:Ayli? = hCopy; Redue; Chek; GarColl#i:The idea behind this program is that a graph is ayli if and only if the rules ofFigure 7 redue it to a graph without edges. The program Redue for reduingthe opy of the input graph is given byRedue = hMarkNonLeaf#; DeleteEdge; DeleteEdge#; Restore#i#;with rules as shown in Figure 7. Redue �rst marks all nodes with at least oneoutgoing edge, so that all other nodes must be leaves (nodes without outgoingedges). Edges pointing to leaves annot belong to yles and hene an be safelyremoved. This may result in new leaves, so we remove all marks and start again.The redution �nishes if no edges pointing to leaves remain. Note that the twofoldourrene of DeleteEdge guarantees that Redue terminates.The program Chek = hAdd; Test#i adds an auxiliary node with label 1 tothe graph, heks whether the redued opy ontains an edge and, if so, hangesthe label of the auxiliary node to 0. Finally, GarColl # removes the remainderof the opy. See Figure 8 for the rules of Chek and GarColl.



MarkNonLeaf : A01 B02a0 ) A�1 B02a0 for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEDeleteEdge : A�1 B02a0 ) A�1 B02 for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CERestore : A�1 ) A01 for all A 2 CVFig. 7. The rules of RedueAdd : ; ) 1Test : 8>>>>><>>>>>: 1 A01 B02a0 ) 0 A01 B02a0 for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CE1 A01 a0 ) 0 A01 a0 for A 2 CV , a 2 CEGarColl : 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
A01 B02a0 ) A01 B02 for A;B 2 CV , a 2 CEA01 a0 ) A01 for A 2 CV , a 2 CEA0 ) ; for A 2 CVFig. 8. The rules of Chek and GarColl3.6 Testing for planarityA graph is planar if it an be drawn on the plane without edge rossings. Ourprogram for omputing the funtion planar?:AC ! AC0 withplanar?(G) = (G+ 1 if G is planar,G+ 0 otherwiseis based on Kuratowski's Theorem.2 By this theorem, an undireted and unla-belled graph is planar if and only if it has no subgraph homeomorphi to K5 orK3;3 [5℄. Here K5 is the omplete graph with �ve nodes, andK3;3 is the ompletebipartite graph whose node sets both have 3 nodes, see Figure 9. Furthermore,2 It is known that this leads to an algorithm of exponential omplexity, whih is evidentfor our solution as PowerGraph produes a graph of exponential size. But simulatingone of the subtle linear algorithms for planarity testing (see for example [1℄) is beyondthe sope of this paper.



K5 K3;3Fig. 9. The graphs K5 and K3;3two graphs are homeomorphi if both an be obtained from the same graph bya sequene of edge subdivisions. It follows that a graph is planar if and only ifno subgraph redues by repeated appliations of the rule Contrat in Figure 10to a graph ontaining K5 or K3;3.The funtion planar? is omputed by the programPlanar? = hCopy; Simplify#; PowerGraph; Contrat#; Chek; GarColliwhose rules are shown in Figure 10. The subprogram Simplify# �rst transformsthe opy of the input graph to an undireted, unlabelled graph without multipleedges and loops. We draw unlabelled nodes as un�lled irles, and undiretededges as lines without arrowheads. Impliitly, unlabelled nodes and edges arrya speial \invisible"label and undireted edges are pairs of edges pointing inopposite diretions.The program PowerGraph of Setion 3.2 is used to generate the disjoint unionof all subgraphs of the opied input graph (where we only onsider subgraphsresulting from edge deletions). Then Contrat # ontrats the obtained graphas long as possible, andChek = hInitiate; Test(K5)#; Test(K3;3)#iheks whether the ontrated graph ontainsK5 orK3;3. The program �rst addsan auxiliary node with label 1 whih, if the hek was suessful, is hanged to0. The interfaes of the rules Test(K5) and Test(K3;3) onsist of K5 and K3;3,respetively. Finally, GarColl removes the remainder of the simple graph.A AppendixA.1 The program sheme if then elseWe use a program sheme if K then P1 else P2 whih heks whether theinput graph equals K and exeutes P1 or P2 depending on whether the hek issuessful or not. More preisely, the semantis is given by G! if K then P1 else P2H if and only if G = K and G!P1 H or G 6= K and G!P2 H . The sheme isde�ned byif K then P1 else P2 = hChek(K); hDelete1; P1i#; hDelete2; P2i#i;



Simplify : 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
A01 ) 1 for A 2 CV1 2a0 ) 1 2 for a 2 CE1 a0 ) 1 for a 2 CE1 2 ) 1 2Contrat : 1 2 ) 1 2Initiate : ; ) 1Test(K3;3) : 1 +K3;3 ) 0 +K3;3Test(K5) : 1 +K5 ) 0 +K5GarColl : 8>>><>>>: 1 2 ) 1 2) ;Fig. 10. The rules of Planar?where Chek(K) opies the input graph G and redues the opy to a node withlabel 1 if G = K, and to a node with label 2 otherwise. For i = 1; 2, Deleteideletes a node with label i. If Chek(K) yields 1, then hDelete1; P1i an beexeuted only one beause the node with label 1 is deleted and hDelete2; P2iis exeuted zero times beause there is no node with label 2. Vie versa, ifChek(K) yields a node with label 2, then hDelete1; P1i is exeuted zero timesand hDelete2; P2i is exeuted one. We omit the rules of this program shemefor spae reasons.A.2 The program sheme CopyWe also use a program sheme Copy for opying graphs. Given a label alphabetC = hCV ; CEi, let C  = hCV [(CV �f0g)[(CV �f�g); CE[(CE�f0g)[(CE�f�g)i.Labels hl;0 i and hl;� i from C  are written l0 and l�, respetively. Copy transformsa graph G over C into the graph G+G0 over C , where G0 is obtained from Gby replaing eah label l with l0. Copy is de�ned as follows:Copy = hCopyNode#; CopyEdge#; Restore#i:The rules of Copy are shown in Figure 11.



CopyNode : A1 ) A�1 A0 for all A 2 CVCopyEdge : A�1B�3 A02B04a ) A�1B�3 A02B04a� a0 for all A;B 2 CVand a 2 CERestore : 8>>><>>>: A�1 ) A1 for all A 2 CVA1 A02 ) A1 A02 for all A 2 CVFig. 11. The rules of CopyReferenes1. Shimon Even. Graph Algorithms. Computer Siene Press, 1979.2. Annegret Habel, J�urgen M�uller, and Detlef Plump. Double-pushout graph trans-formation revisited. Mathematial Strutures in Computer Siene, 11(5):637{688,2001.3. Annegret Habel and Detlef Plump. Computational ompleteness of programminglanguages based on graph transformation. In Pro. Foundations of Software Si-ene and Computation Strutures (FOSSACS '01), volume 2030 of Leture Notes inComputer Siene, pages 230{245. Springer-Verlag, 2001.4. Annegret Habel and Detlef Plump. Relabelling in graph transformation. In prepa-ration, 2002.5. Frank Harary. Graph Theory. Addison-Wesley, 1969.6. Hans-J�org Kreowski and Sabine Kuske. Graph transformation units with interleav-ing semantis. Formal Aspets of Computing, 11:690{723, 1999.


